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Part I: Answer the 5 multiple choice questions below by entering them on your IDP-15 Scantron. 

1 (8 points). Which of the following would increase the collector breakdown voltage in a BJT? 

a. Increasing the emitter doping 

b. Increasing the base doping 

c. Increasing the collector doping 

d. Decreasing the collector width 

e. Decreasing the collector doping 

 

2 (8 points). How are the PN junctions biased in the forward active region of an NPN BJT? 

a. Base-collector: forward biased Emitter-base: forward biased 

b. Base-collector: forward biased Emitter-base: reverse biased 

c. Base-collector: reverse biased Emitter-base: forward biased 

d. Base-collector: reverse biased Emitter-base: reverse biased 

e. Base-collector: forward biased Emitter-base: biased in breakdown 

 

3 (8 points). What would be considered good values for ��� and ���, respectively, in a BJT? 

a. 0.1     and  0.11 

b. 0.5     and  1 

c. 0.99  and  99 

d. 3     and   1.5 

e. 20     and  1.052  
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4 (8 points). For large gain in a bipolar transistor, the emitter doping must be …. ? 

a. Larger than the base doping only 

b. Smaller than the base doping only 

c. Larger than the collector doping only 

d. Larger than both base and collector doping 

e. It does not matter 

5 (8 points). How can a heterojunction bipolar transistor be designed to improve ���? 

a. Low bandgap material in the base region   

b. Low bandgap material in the emitter region 

c. High electron affinity material in the base region 

d. Low breakdown voltage material in the collector region 

e. High bandgap material in the base region 
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Part II (Free Response, 30 points) 

Consider the NPN BJT made of silicon, depicted below. Assume that it is in the forward active region, 

with �� � 10 µA, doping concentrations ND,E=1018/cm3,  NA,B=1017/cm3, and ND,C= 1016 /cm3; thicknesses 

WE=0.5 µm, WB=0.25 µm, and WC=2 µm; and diffusion constants Dp,E=2 cm2/s, Dn,B=20 cm2/s, and Dp,C=12 

cm2/s, and Lb=1 µm. The cross-sectional area A=1 µm2. Assume that recombination within the BJT is 

small (i.e., diffusion lengths are much larger than the thicknesses of each layer). 

 

a. What is the emitter injection efficiency 
�? 

 

 

b. What is the base transport factor	�? 

 

 

c. What is the common base current gain	���? 

 

 

d. What is the emitter gain	�� (aka ���)? 

 

e. What is the forward saturation current density ���? 
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Part III (Free Response, 30 points) 

Consider the crystalline silicon-based bipolar junction transistor (BJT) depicted below. The shaded 

regions represent the depletion regions, while white regions may be treated as having zero electric field 

(in the depletion approximation). Assume that the doping concentrations ND,E=1018/cm3, NA,B=1017/cm3, 

and ND,C= 1016 /cm3. Assume	�� ≫��  and �� ≫�� . 

 

 

a. Sketch the excess minority carrier concentrations (in all white regions) in forward active 

mode biasing.  

  

b. Sketch the excess minority carrier concentrations (in all white regions) in inverted mode 

biasing. 
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c. Sketch the excess minority carrier concentrations (in all white regions) in cutoff mode 

biasing.  

 

 

(Questions d and e are based on the following information) The minority carrier concentrations in the 

quasineutral regions of a pnp BJT are given in the diagram below.  

 

d. Estimate the sign of the collector-base and emitter-base biases, and deduce the 

operating mode of this BJT. 

 

 

 

e. Calculate the magnitude of the collector-base bias VCB. 
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                      ECE 305 Exam 5 Formula Sheet (Fall 2015) 

You may remove these pages from the exam packet, and take them with you. 

Physical Constants Silicon parameters (� � ��� K) 

ℎ/2� � ℏ � 1.055 × 10!"#	J∙s '� = 3.23 × 10)*	cm!" -� = 9.109 × 10!")	kg '1 = 1.83 × 10)*	cm!" 34 = 1.38 × 10!5"	J/K 78 = 1.1 × 10)�	cm!" 9 = 1.602 × 10!)*	C <= = 11.8 >� = 8.854 × 10!)5	F/m AB = 1.12	eV;			F = 4.03 eV 
 

Miller Indices: (hkl) {hkl} [hkl] <hkl>  Density of states G�HAI = HJK∗ IM/NO5H�!�PIQNℏM   

Fermi function  RHAI = ))STHUVUWI/XY  Intrinsic carrier concentration 78 = O'�'1Z!�[/5\ 

Equilibrium carrier densities: '� = )# ]5JK∗ \QℏN ^"/5  '1 = )# ]5J_∗ \QℏN ^"/5 

7� = '�ZH�W!�PI/\ = 78ZH�W!�`I/\    a� = '1ZH�b!�WI/\ = 78ZH�W!�`I/\ 

Space charge neutrality: a − 7 + '�S − 'e! = 0  Law of Mass Action: 7�a� = 785 

Non-equilibrium carriers: 7 = '�ZH�f!�PI/\ a = '1ZH�b!�gI/\ 7a = 785ZH�f!�gI/\ 

Conductivity/resistivity: h = hi + hi = 9j7ki + aklm = 1/n 

Drift-diffusion current equations: oi = 79kiℇq + 9ri �i�q = 7ki ��K�q   
�KsK = \t  

        ol = a9klℇq − 9rl �l�q = akl ��_�q   
�_s_ = \t  

Carrier conservation equations:    
uiuv = +∇ ∙ ]xKt ^ + yi − zi 

     
uluv = −∇ ∙ ]x_t ^ + yl − zl 

Poisson’s equation:    ∇ ∙ H>ℇI = n 

SRH carrier recombination:  z = ∆7/|i or z = ∆a/|l 

Minority carrier diffusion equation: 
u∆iuv = ri uN∆iuqN − ∆i}K + y~  ��,i = Ori|i 

PN homojunction electrostatics:  ��8 = \t ln �����iǸ �  
�ℇ�q = �HqI����  

� = �5����1�`t ]��S������ ^       �i = ] ����S��^�        �l = ] ����S��^�         ℇH0I = �5t1�`���� ] ������S��^ 
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PN diode current:    ∆7H0I = iǸ�� jZt1�/\ − 1m 			∆aH0I = iǸ�� jZt1�/\ − 1m 
o� = o�jZt1�/\ − 1m           o� = 9 ��K~K iǸ�� + �_~_ i

Ǹ
���  (long)        o� = 9 ��K�_ iǸ�� + �_�K i

Ǹ
���  (short) 

Non-ideal diodes: � = ��jZtH1�!���I/\ − 1m  oBTi = −9 i`5}�� 

Photovoltaics:  ��� = i\t ln ]x��x� ^ o�1 = o�jZt1�/\ − 1m − o��  
Small signal model: y� = ��S��\/t   �xH��I = ����e

�N����b�`�f�
= ��t������51�`     �� = y�|i 

 

MS diode properties: 9��8 = |Φ  −Φ¡|      Φ4� = F + A¢ −Φ  Φ4� = Φ  − F 

o� = o�jZt1�/\ − 1m  o� = �∗£5Z!¤¥/\  �∗ = #QtJ∗\¥N¦M = 120 J∗
J� 		 Acm2∙K2 

 

MOS capacitors:        � = �5����¨�t��  cm     ℇ= = �5t��¨����� 	 Vcm    

©4 = −9'e�Hª=I = −O29<=>�'eª= 		 Ccm2 

�¢ = ��4 + ª= + Δª�q = ��4 + ª= − ©=Hª=I��q  

��q = <�>�/��  ��4 = ΦJ=/9 − ©�/��q 

� = ��q/ ¬1 + ���H¨�I��q�   � = −©4H2ª�I/��q + 2ª�  ©i = −��qH�¢ − �I 
MOSFETs:   �� = −�©iH® = 0I〈°±H® = 0I〉 

�� = �~ ki��qH�¢¡ − �I��¡   �� = ���q°=³vH�¢¡ − �I 
Square Law (for �¢¡ ≥ �): �� = µ�~ ki��q¶H�¢¡ − �I��¡ − ��¡5 /2·,						0 ≤ ��¡ ≤ �¢¡ − ��5~ ki��qH�¢¡ − �I5,																																							��¡ ≥ �¢¡ − � 
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Bipolar transistors: (assuming NPN, short emitter, base, and collector) 

Ebers-Moll Equations: 

 

 

 


